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2016 Candidate for President Access Request 
 
To Molly M. Phillips  / please note 4th paragraph in bold relative to PBS 
 
 
 
I, Michael Stephen Levinson, legally qualified bona fide write-in candidate for the U.S. 
presidency, to be decided in the coming election slated for November 8, 2016, hereby 
electronically submit this reasonable request for access under 47 U.S.C. § 312(a)(7), individually 
to your television station, along with every other television broadcasting station in the United 
States, to deliver to your viewers, via your licensed broadcast medium, a series of political 
speeches on the issue of my candidacy for president—and what distinguishes the Michael 
Stephen Levinson campaign for president—what I bring to our political table as a candidate for 
United States President. 
As amended. Title 47 U. S. C. § 312 (a) (7), states: 
 
 
 
(a) "The Commission may revoke any station license or construction permit— 
 
 
 
"(7) for willful or repeated failure to allow reasonable access to or to permit purchase of 
reasonable amounts of time for the use of a broadcasting station, other than a non-commercial 
educational broadcast station, by a legally qualified candidate for Federal elective office on 
behalf of his candidacy.” 
 
To PBS Station: "other than a non-commercial educational broadcast station,” does not apply 
because a) you opened the door to political speech in this 2016 election with a Town Hall via 
WETA and you cannot close that door on other candidates unless you want to jeopardize your 
license: DISCRIMINATION. 
 
 
 
I seek from your broadcasting station, with or without your affiliate network’s participation, a 
total three (3) blocks of airtime, each, one, two or three hours of prime time on your broadcast 
station, to deliver a political speech on behalf of my candidacy. 
 
My request for my first mass media broadcast, is Saturday evening from 8:PM to 11:00 PM. 
October 8, 2016. 
The independent Debate Commission is sponsoring their 2nd “Debate,” a Town Hall format, on 
Sunday, October 9. An independent candidate, not of their choosing cannot be prohibited from 



mass media appearance on a separate evening. 
 
Senator Bernie Sanders, on May 11, 2016, in an interview with Andrea Mitchell, a seasoned 
reporter with NBC and MSNBC stated, “The issue is to go out to the American people. When 
you run for president you have to make your case to the American people.” 
 
The only way any candidate for president can make their case to the American people is via mass 
media. Title 47 U.S.C. protects the affirmative right of any presidential candidate who meets 
legal qualifications under U.S. Constitution to mass media access. 
 
I bring actual solutions to world problems. With each appearance your viewership shall expand. 
My plan for world peace is viable. From my political speeches, you, the licensee, shall generate 
more ad dollars than in your whole commercial station history. 
I do not, however, seek blind assent to my reasonable request for access. 
 
You, the broadcaster are entitled to the meat and potatoes contents of my request in advance, and 
the amounts of time for each speech I seek to deliver is also negotiable. 
 
In the benchmark Supreme Court case,  CBS INC. v. FCC, 453, US 367 the Court: 
approved the Commission's insistence that "broadcasters consider and address all non-frivolous 
matters in responding to a candidate's request for time." Id., at 386, 629 F. 2d, at 18. For 
example, a broadcaster must weigh such factors as: "(a) the individual needs of the candidate (as 
expressed by the candidate); (b) the amount of time previously provided to the candidate; (c) 
potential disruption of regular programming; (d) the number of other candidates likely to invoke 
equal opportunity rights if the broadcaster grants the request before him; and. (e) the timing of 
the request." Id., at 387, 629 F. 2d. at 19. And in reviewing a broadcaster's decision, the 
Commission will confine itself to two questions: "(1) has the broadcaster adverted to the proper 
standards in deciding whether to grant a request for access, and (2) is the broadcaster's 
explanation for his decision reasonable in terms of those standards?" 
 
 
 
As above, the Supreme Court “approved the Commission's insistence that "broadcasters consider 
and address all non-frivolous matters in responding to a candidate's request for time. " " 
 
The legal definition of frivolous as defined by the courts, is a “matter” that has been already 
heard and decided. With the legal definition of frivolous in mind, the campaigns of all 17 
primary candidates for the republican party nomination may be deemed as having been frivolous. 
All of the republican primary candidates, as a body, subscribed to variations of the very same 
batch of themes, positions and policies. 
 
An obligation of your broadcast license is that you “weigh such factors” as "(a) the individual 
needs of the candidate (as expressed by the candidate); 
 
My platform is not lifted from any other candidate, or variations of someone else’s policies or 
positions, rather original innovative explicit solutions to solve the serious problems facing our 



nation. These solutions require airtime to be expressed and explained. 
Recent surveys indicate as many as 70% of the American people feel our country is on the wrong 
track, heading in the wrong direction. Every political commentator on every channel has 
expressed the same view. One is hard-pressed to find anyone who is in support of the political 
status quo. 
 
The Sunday, October 2, 2016 Chicago Tribune  Editorial begins thus: 
 
 
 
As Nov. 8 looms, a dismayed, disconsolate America waits and wonders: What is it about 2016? 
How has our country fallen so inescapably into political and policy gridlock? How did pandering 
to aggrieved niche groups and seducing blocs of angry voters replace working toward solutions 
as the coin of our governing class? How could the Democratic and Republican parties stagger so 
far from this nation's political mainstream? 
 
And the most pressing question: What should tens of millions of voters who yearn for answers 
do with two major-party candidates they disdain? Polls show an unprecedented number of people 
saying they wish they had another choice. 
This is the moment to look at the candidates on this year's ballot. This is the moment to see this 
election as not so much about them as about the American people and where their country is 
heading. And this is the moment to rebuke the Republican and Democratic parties. 
 
 
 
My explanation on how our country went wrong; and how to change the domestic course of our 
freedoms is an issue that might easily require 60 minutes, an hour of broadcasting, to not only 
explain, but to present the solutions we need, for our country to be as we, the people believe it 
once was— safe for all under the law, and back on our freedom track. 
 
For example: We can follow countries in Western Europe whose police DO NOT carry side 
arms, have two officers together at all times with dashboard cams and body cams required, one 
Taser gun between them, and an armed SWAT team, back at the office, on call for when a 
perpetrator appears to be armed. One can recite the preceding words in 20 seconds, but 
explaining all the elements of this solution—disarming the police, so both the people and the 
police agree we will all be safer—could be a 15—30 minutes speech. All lives matter. Even a 
TV station matters, without license REVOKED. 
 
My candidacy is distinguished. 
I bring to the political table my hand lettered The Book ov Lev It A Kiss , a double column 
Television Scripture of prophetic art that starts with Adman and Even in the Gar Den ov Edum, 
then runs puns, and guns through every spoken tongue. 
I am, since age four, a declared candidate for president. I bring to the broadcast table a Vehicle 
for World Peace: An actual feasible doable world peace plan— the biggest best idea ever to be 
spoke. 
 



As the Sunday October 2, 2016 Chicago Tribune Editorial states: 
“What should tens of millions of voters who yearn for answers do with two major-party 
candidates they disdain? Polls show an unprecedented number of people saying they wish they 
had another choice.” 
 
There isn’t a political candidate in USA or any other country with a plan for world peace except 
your applicant for access via reasonable request—the write-in candidate for US president, 
Michael Stephen Levinson. 
 
I am the only person on the planet with such a plan. My purpose as a candidate for president is 
set the stage for world peace, for an all channels worldwide dusk until dawn TV Show to create 
and establish the first peaceful night in recorded human history—world peace—and from that 
good night—keep the peace. 
 
As above there isn’t any other candidate for president of USA talking of, or bringing to the 
political table a Vehicle for World Peace, in my case, a work of hand lettered spoken art, a 
Television Scripture to perform worldwide. There is not. I’m the only guy on good ship Mother 
Earth blessed with words for all mankind. 
 
My Television Scripture I characterize “The Vehicle for World Peace” is 93 double column 
pages with every line delicate sensible rhyme, as old blind Homer, to be performed dusk until 
dawn, on all channels for all in the world at once, my lyrics to rival Dante, of Divine Comedic 
fame. 
I can state that much in 60 seconds, but the viewers and listeners are entitled to see and hear what 
I am saying, by my spouting chunks of my inspired Television Scripture, especially chunks of 
the Scripture where a political problem is dealt with, and more: judge that I have the capability to 
deliver the world to peace. 
 
I need reasonable airtime to present my highly original conception for peace. 
 
During my proposed first three hour broadcast I could easily spend 45 minutes familiarizing the 
viewers and listeners with my Television Scripture. It is the right of the viewers and the listeners 
to judge the multilingual merits of my “work of art” for all mankind—that I have the natural 
command of words, world orders and word hors d’oeuvres to deliver the world, our good ship 
mother earth to peace. 
In the event we do not come to terms and you refuse my reasonable access request for whatever 
illegitimate reason, that does not take away that I have a date with the universe I cannot be late. I 
have a work of art to perform on worldwide television, from dusk until dawn, so after the 
election I shall be sitting down with few billionaires to determine the cost of production for a 
worldwide world peace television show and I need, in either case, your price for dusk until dawn 
airtime which i will be seeking for my world peace program. 
 
In the event you refuse access and refuse to tender a dusk until dawn price, then we move 
immediately into the appellate court as the Federal Communications Commission does not have 
jurisdiction over access for worldwide television. 
 



The Hoover following, fascist station managers amongst us cannot let go, and may exclaim, 
“He’s fake, using our TV to give a poetry reading.” That is incorrect. 
 
The Book ov Lev It A Kiss, copyright 1971 is a new and original art form, lyric and poetic, 
memorable, every line a delicate sensible rhyme, but not poetry, rather a Television Scripture 
with four modes of apprehension—what you see, what you say, what you hear and then run it all 
together and read between the lines, for more. 
 
I didn’t start campaigning yesterday. My first political campaign for president was in 1980. See 
Michael Stephen Levinson, 87 FCC2d  433, 1980. The Commission ruled I was a bona fide 
write-in candidate for president, then, erroneously inserted geographic considerations into their 
ruling, on the fly, ignoring the fact that broadcast signals do not stop at any county line. 
 
But once a candidate crosses the FCC licensing agency’s threshold line of “substantial Showing” 
as a write-in candidate, and is therefore, judged bona fide by the agency, the candidate is not 
required to keep starting over, relative to “substantial showings,” that, an outdated threshold, 
infringing 1st Amendment rights. 
 
In the beginning political speech was governed by limited bandwidth. When the access statute 
was passed into law, there were three channels, and FCC promulgations reflected that. Today 
there are a thousand television channels available for viewing. 
FCC, to its discredit has never bothered to reexamine promulgations created to properly enforce 
the access statute, since 1972, when §312(a)(7) statute passed into law. 
 
The FCC praises one of its oldest bureaucrats, one Robert Baker, 69 years old, in the Media 
Bureau, for “eliminating Formal Complaints,” saving the Commission money. 
 
An element of our 1st Amendment is the constitutional right to petition the government. In order 
to petition an “erroneous” grossly unconstitutional ruling by any agency of the government the 
complainant must “exhaust their remedies.” 
Example: A candidate for federal office is denied their constitutional right to access. The 
complainant files an electronic complaint to FCC. The Media Bureau bureaucrat, Mr. Robert 
Baker ignores or dismisses the complaint. The complainant files a “Formal Complaint” 
according to the statute, complaining about the Bureau. The Secretary of the Commission 
ignores the “legal requirement” to pass the Formal Complaint to the Commissioners. 
 
The Commissioners, were they even aware of a Formal Complaint, delivered via U.S. Postal, 
upon reading the properly filed Formal Complaint may then delegate the adjudication of the 
complaint to the Media Bureau, Enforcement Division, but the Commissioners are required to 
read the complaint yet they do not even see the Complaint, or know of its existence. 
Robert Baker, he alone, to his FBI credit, is the Enforcement Division of the so-called FCC 
Media Bureau. He files a copy of any Complaint with FBI then sits on the complaint until the 
election. After the election he declares the complaint moot. 
Every agency of the federal government carries forth in the same manner. I query, is it any 
wonder the American people feel our country is not on the right path? 
 



FCC segregated political speech and doesn’t, in good faith enforce the access statute, a good 
reason to dissolve the agency as their original charge by the Congress was to license stations 
with the understanding, in 1926, that the FCC would not tolerate discrimination against political 
candidates or the political parties they represent.. The gross failure of this agency’s charge is one 
of the reasons the American people feel that we, the people, at least our government, and its 
agencies are on the wrong track. 
 
My plan, upon election is to, via Executive Order, dissolve FCC. 
 
Explaining why I intend on dissolving FCC, and showing the financial benefit to the electorate 
requires 30 minutes of broadcasting. 
The future of every TV station’s bottom line is in local political speech and political 
programming. FCC also stands in the way of ad sponsored free political speech in localities. 
When this issue is aired, the problem of free political speech will be solved and then, potential 
leaders will come forward. 
 
I am the only candidate for president ever to have crossed FCC’s threshold of substantial 
showing, also the only candidate in the political history of our country to have delivered a 90 
minute extemporaneous speech on two separate cable networks, in 1980; also the only candidate 
ever to deliver a speech on a PBS station—NHPTV, in 1988. 
 
“Substantial Showing” is an outdated promulgation of FCC circa 1973, to protect the genuine 
write-in candidate from the legally frivolous technical write-in candidate who is only technically 
a write-in candidate for purpose of taking advantage of the lowest unit rate for ads, a benefit 
granted under the Act to bona fide candidates. 
 
Fake write-in candidacies have been very few. The idea of requiring “substantial showing” a 
threshold for access above and beyond the constitutional guarantee for political speech, was 
grounded in speculation. There has been, over the past 40 years, only a couple people who 
sought to purchase ad time to promote anti-abortion positions, but those fake, non candidates 
were not seriously seeking any public office—what they sought was the lowest unit rate along 
with the right to purchase the ad time. 
 
“Substantial” is the adjective, not the object. A “showing” according to FCC consists of activities 
indicating a genuine candidacy, beyond a mere claim, for example, writing and delivering 
speeches, and posting political comments online is a candidate activity. 
A hand-built extensive website laden with original ideas and plans for the nation is a substantial 
showing of genuine candidacy. Posting political commentary in nationwide moderated digital 
editions of national newspapers, for example, The New York Times is a showing of genuine 
candidacy. 
 
The so-called technical candidate, whose opinion is that the federal government needs fresh 
blood, is not writing comments as a candidate for president, because they are not really seeking 
the presidency. 
 
Their “campaigns” consist only of filing their name with the FEC and perhaps purchasing a pre-



designed website from a website purveyor. That is all. They are decent people but not truly 
seeking the office of president. 
 
I query the station managers in receipt of my reasonable access request: Have you had in this 
election any access requests from any candidate for president to deliver a campaign speech? I am 
certain I’m the only candidate to seek access, the only candidate seeking airtime from 
broadcasters, or networks, to deliver a political speech. 
 
Here are samples of moderated comments, these from NY Times online, the first, in response to 
an article by Charles Blow about Donald Trump in debate: 
 
 
 
michaelslevinson St Petersburg, Florida 1 day ago 
I am an independent candidate. 
When Trump talked of economy his remarks resonated amongst the viewers, and in the hall, too, 
but H. sandbagged him and beat him up good. 
His mistake was giving her the benefit of the doubt. She mocked him and in the process 
displayed her built in smugness that most ordinary people, her detractors, despise. 
Trump missed the boat on Obama’s burf certificate. 
Obama was not born in the USA. He was born on a Liberian-flagged raggedy package freighter, 
190 miles off the Hawaiian coast, his birth at sea, as was required, recorded in the ship's log. 
The Pacific Ocean isn’t a country. 
The 1st mate assisted Barack’s delivery and counseled Barack’s mom and dad to place an ad in 
the newspaper announcing the baby, then bring their newly born to one particular hospital and 
offer $25 for the [hospital] office coffee pot where his birth certificate was prepared. 
That’s how a birthing at sea was dealt with, back in the day, 50 years ago. How do I know? I was 
a merchant seaman. A baby born at sea was galley talk. 
Aretha Franklin said Barack has “the walk,.” But Barack did not learn his “walk" watching 
hipsters in old movies. He learned his walk in his mother's womb, in the six weeks before he was 
born, at sea, as the freighter listed, rocking starboard to port, 24/7 across the Pacific, steaming 
toward Hawaii. 
With Trump's no contest, Obama sighed that he had a "fresh spring in his walk.” He knows. His 
mother told him. So what. 
http://michaelslevinson.com 
         2Recommended 
yogi's friend arizona 1 day ago 
an amazing story, do you have any proof? I think that might make some of your suggestions 
seem a bit more credible. but thank you for the insight 
         1Recommend 
Nate Oklahoma 1 day ago 
Get evidence or go away. 
Here are another couple postings, from the Sunday Times: Can Hillary Keep You Safe 
michaelslevinson St Petersburg, Florida September 25, 2016 
I decided at four years old it was OK for me to doodle in the Abraham Lincoln book because 
some day I was going to be president. That was 70 years ago 



In 1969, on a ship 40 days and 40 nights, I was given my Television Scripture, to perform 
whirled wide, for all man kind. It's free on my website. 
Hoover marked me a person of special interest. His people destroyed 40 years of my life. 
Hoover's tattoo is an Auschwitz blue—for life. 
Hoover stood shoulder to shoulder w/ Hitler, Himmler, Heidrich, Goebbels, and Eichmann. What 
did they do? Murder 6 million Jews, a half million gypsies and others? 
Hoover destroyed the 1st Amendment speech rights of 320 million people. 
I guess after Kim Jung-un incinerates San Diego, Hollywood, Silicon Valley and Microsoft 
Cloud you might have ears for my words, but the day Kim's ballistics fly FBI will be at my door 
to take my life. 
Not by any stretch can I even walk in the door of a TV station, so you have to choose between a 
woman who was complicit in committing High Treason to protect her political career and a 
jealous buffoon who wants his piece. 
When every star living in Hollywood is incinerated, know the missile aiming technology sold to 
Cheyenne-easy and passed to Kim Jung-un came from Hill and Bill, to cover career ending trip x 
tapes of Bill. 
Upon election, Bill and Hill will destroy the evidence, breathe a sigh of relief and count the days 
to her $400 thousand annum pension, matching his. 
http://michaelslevinson.com 
 
 
 
Gail Collins piece, “And Now Presidential Dog Days 
michaelslevinson St Petersburg, Florida September 24, 2016 
I am an independent write-in candidate for president. 
Upon election, I am planning to adopt a pair or three orphan baby elephants. For the first six 
months, I'll sleep every night in the elephant house with the kids so they see me their papa. I will 
break every other hour during the day to bottle feed the orphans, hopefully, an unrelated pair of 
girls and a boy. Then after a few years add a couple grown up lady elephant cousins to raise the 
kids. 
Also a half dozen dogs, an older orangutan from Tennessee who speaks sign language, to drive a 
golf cart and take kid visitors for rides around the White House, and a chicken coop with a 
rooster and egg laying chickens. Fresh eggs important. A half dozen Chinese geese, and lion 
cubs like Calvin Coolidge. 
The helicopter pad is going across the street in front of the Blair House. I need a huge deep pool 
with a shallow end for elephants to have a drink and a husband / wife pair of fresh water Botu 
dolphins from the Amazon River. 
I shall see about purchasing a block or two of houses behind the White House to expand the 
grounds to grow all sorts of tall grasses for the elephants to munch. 
Finally, there is Chris P. Bacon the piggy with a pair of prosthetic legs, and other animals, dogs 
with prosthetic legs to come live at the White House. Betcha a couple of the dogs get to be 
buddies with the elephants and bark them into a walk around the property every day. 
I look forward to governing the nation. 
http://michaelslevinson.com 
I failed to select the NYTimes heading. This was published online in 
NYTImes.com<http://nytimes.com>. 



 
The NRA has been a major player in the corruption of our Congress, along with the corruption of 
every state legislature. The NRA not only lobbied the Congress, in their case, in abuse of the 1st 
Amendment right to petition the government. NRA lobbyists have threatened legislators with 
primary challenges in the event the legislator even appears in favor of background checks. 
We are losing our freedom and becoming a police state. 
I am an independent write-in candidate for president. Upon election I will quietly seek out 
Members, or former Members of Congress to testify, with voice recognition altered, hidden 
behind a curtain that NRA threatened them, the hard edge of intimidation, to vote the NRA way, 
or else. 
Then we visit NRA headquarters and remove all their files. Upon investigation we will have 
enough to jail the commander of NRA for the rest of his life 
I furthermore contemplate an Executive Order establishing no less than a two year moratorium 
on the manufacture for sale in USA of all assault rifles and clip fed hand guns, leaving on the 
shelves, with background checks, six bullet revolvers, double and single barrel shot guns, and 
Winchester style rifles which keeps the 2nd Amendment intact. 
http://michaelslevinson.com 
 
 
 
The following two posts were in response to an op-ed essay by Hillary Clinton: My Plan For 
Helping America’s Poor 
 
 
 
michaelslevinson St Petersburg, Florida September 21, 2016 
I am an independent write-in candidate for president. I bring to our cultural intellectual table a 
Television Scripture, an inspired Vehicle for World Peace to perform as old blind Homer, dusk 
until dawn, for all the world’s peoples at once, with every line delicate sensible mull tie ling well 
rhyme, rivaling Dante of Divine Comedic fame. 
Moses the Teacher and King Solomon's spirit are woven within every thread. Revelations and 
riddles, with homilies of G-d 's law are also embedded. Go to my page, scroll to poster of 
Muhammad Ali and me, click and the full 93 page double column PDF is on your desktop free. 
See pg. 19. The left column starts w/ a description of arctic ice caps melting c. 1971. In right 
column near bottom find Kim Jung-un before he was born. The bed-wetter despot intends on 
incinerating California a mixture of Hiroshima, Nagasaki, and Chernobyl. 
Ron Reagan turned our Dept. of Defense into the department of offense. 
We don't have ballistic missile defense—why a few days ago we flew atomic armed planes near 
N. Korea in response to Kim’s missile tests except we cannot answer atomic attack w/ atomic 
bombs as radiation dust ignores borders and will sicken and kill 25 million Chinese. 
I have a counter measure to eliminate ballistic missiles as implements of war. 
The campaign issue is access to mass media 4 speech. I am legally entitled to state my ballistic 
counter-measure, world peace plan and explicit full employment ideas. 
http://michaelslevinson.com 
 
 



 
michaelslevinson St Petersburg, Florida September 21, 2016 
Policy plans are not good enough. I am an independent write-in candidate w/ explicit ideas, e.g. 
ship building 10,000 hybrid clipper ships with solar voltaic sales, powered by old gold sun, 
driven by wind, college students to be crew for lower tuition, built wherever there is water and 
people need work—up and down our Great Lakes, Gulf Coast East and West Coasts, Mississippi 
River, my vastly condensed plan explicit! 
Trade agreements need to include all we import and export has to come and go on US clippers. 
By Executive Order, all paper, plastic and cardboard used by government, also chain 
supermarkets, etc shall be manufactured with HEMP grown in America— a new industry. Every 
front and backyard, median, spare acres nationwide needs hemp planted. Residential jobs. 
Hemp loves carbon dioxide. Chop down mature plant go immediately to plants where hemp 
becomes cloth, plastic, paper, cardboard, trapping billions of tons of CO2! Thousands of hemp 
plants millions of jobs also frees up lumber to build hybrid clipper ships. 
Entry level ship yard jobs $15 an hour on the job training plumbing, electrical, carpentry within a 
year $20 an hour plus to become steady middle class opportunity. 
Remove marijuana from DEA fully eliminate fascist bureaucracy! $25 for marijuana grower 
license grow your own back yard sell abundance to local pot shop 50,000 pot shops fresh tax 
revenue for every state. 
Lev Care covers whole USA in 6 weeks and is available on my page. 
http://michaelslevinson.com 
                     Flag 
                2Recommended           4Recommended           5Recommended 
michaelslevinson St Petersburg, Florida September 15, 2016 
I am an independent write-in candidate for president. I have completed my medical examination. 
I am 6ft. tall. I weigh 163. I have chlorophyll issues and must ingest Omega 3 fish tail capsule 
and Vitamin D, daily. 
I made an election bet. I lose Dr. gets $50. I win I get $1000. On inauguration day I will be 75, 
the oldest candidate to become president. Eh. I look maybe mid - sixties, younger than Trump 
and Clinton. 
I bring to the table a Vehicle for World Peace, a prophetic Television Scripture—hand lettered 
double columns a dozen world events described in advance; to perform dusk until dawn, as old 
blind Homer with every line a delicate sensible rhyme. 
The own le quest yin for The Times Editor moderators is whether I perform my course change in 
human history work of spoken art on good ship mother earth from office of president after 
turning the East Room into a television studio with double bank of cameras in a semi circle, the 
countries the cameras represent on a card above the cameras, or, I move to China and deliver my 
words whirled wide, from there. 
I have a date with the universe I cannot be late. 
Find in my Scripture, c. 1971, in the online PDF at page 19, "Beware of a despot / Cooking mean 
dishes." That is the 33 yr. old N. Korean bed-wetter, described before he was born. 
Kim Jung-un plans a ballistic attack US west coast his intent turn California into a mix of 
Nagasaki, Hiroshima, and Chernobyl. 
I speak give US counter -measures. 
http://michaelslevinson.com 
 



 
 
Finally, an October 1, 2016 comment in response to Gail Collins article. 
michaelslevinson St Petersburg, Florida 11 minutes ago 
I'm the independent write-in. I bring to the table my Television Scripture to perform dusk until 
dawn, every line delicate rhyme, lyrics to rival Dante, the teachings of Moses and King Solomon 
woven through my tap-a-stream. 
H. Marshall McLuhan oversaw my hand lettering of the 93-page double column magnum opus 
scripture and at my half way Marshall said I'd "eclipsed Finnegan's Wake." 
The reason you know so little about me is Hoover's legacy. He marked me a "person of Special 
Interest" in 1970. A high-level agent apologized about his memos, pages deep and in his next 
breath, claimed, "I didn't read them." 
The longest deepest counter-intelligence files ever created, designed to corral me from all public 
appearances are FB-Eye files maintained to this day! 
The Eye infected FCC, name-checked every TV station manager have paid clerk informants in 
every court and law school library. 
I'm issuing my access request under 47 USC § 312(a)(7) to every individual TV station and to 
every newspaper. FCC sponsored segregation of political speech from commercial television is 
washed. Stations that accept my access request stand to make tons of money! The others will 
face License Revoked, as the law states. 
I challenge every newspaper to sponsor my appearance as we share the 1st Amendment. We get 
there by my standing before you to advance explain exactly how to stop global warming w/ out 
govt.—also my presidential road to world peace and food chain harmony. 
http://michaelslevinson.com 
 
 
 
The most insidious counter intelligence file created by J. Edgar Hoover was started 57 years ago. 
The anti-Semitic Pharaoh of Fascist’s tattoo, his panoply of treachery for destroying the lives of 
all those people he despised was not to be stopped, my right to political speech and your rights, 
too, are shuttered to this day, my media access blocked. 
 In 1969 I was on a ship 40 days and 40 nights—there given words for all mankind, my double 
columns to perform as old blind Homer, dusk until dawn, on all channels television for all the 
worlds' peoples together. I rival Dante Alighieri of Divine Comedic fame, every line of my 
verses, delicate sensible mull tie ling well rhyme. 
 
Eye yam that iamb—the poet of word renewal. It's your world. 
My prophetic Television Scripture was lettered to perform live for all the world's peoples to 
listen to, sea and be part of all at once. Moses the Teacher and King Solomon's spirit are woven 
within every thread. Revelations and riddles, with homilies of G-d 's law are also embedded. 
 
My plan is your Vehicle for World Peace—eye tell vision I was given dusk until dawn—on all 
channels television— G-d's word, His world, revealed unto my mind. 
In the land of the blind the one-eye man is king. 
 
My Television Script is The Political Recipe For Peace on good ship Mother Earth! I am the 



Cosmic Wrapper, setting the stage for whirled peace and food chain harmony, the man fired and 
wired with a new word order of world orders and word hors d'oeuvres. 
My intent is clear: upon election, steer the course to deliver world peace for all inhabitants of 
good ship Mother earth. Whatever deck you live on, the cards are dealt out evenly. Your time is 
coming for whirled peace—all the warring in our world—ceased for world pizza. 
Regardless who gets elected I'm here to deliver the world to peace. 
 
 
 
As a candidate for president, I have the right to state my case for unanimous election and could 
easily spend an hour explaining why all the parties need to get behind me.. 
 
 
 
I am very reasonable. I could settle for less airtime—perhaps settle for two (2) one 
hour  presentations from 7:00 pm —8:00 pm on your local channel, separate from the broadcast 
network, as it is my understanding your local programming hour from 7:00 —8:00 pm is not 
obligated to the network’s distributed programming. 
 
 
 
My idea is to present to the electorate an explicit plan for world peace. I am the only candidate 
with a plan for world peace. economic renewal and more, as is shown herein,  my plan, in 12 
minute segments, with 3 minutes for your local advertisers. The advertisers will have a huge 
audience and you, the local broadcast station will make super money. 
 
I will show each of you I am a legally qualified write-in candidate, entitled to nationwide speech 
By virtue of this electronic mail transmission, the first of the two hour, or three-hour prime time 
speeches herein requested is for the 1st night we can schedule within the first week of October. 
Saturday, October 8, 2016 is ideal. 
I seek from each broadcaster in receipt of my reasonable access request 8:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
with possibly a 3rd hour, from 10:00 P.M to 11:00 P.M., for people in the live audience to phone 
in questions directly to my cell phone. 
 
My access request represents a giant step in television history, besides a giant financial largesse 
for broadcast and cable media. 
 
I expect the prices for ad slots may rival Super Bowl slots as I bring to the table a viable 
approach to World Peace—the means to establish world peace beginning with an all channels 
dusk until dawn TV Show where every nation will have their chants at saving face and changing 
course—away from war, what all the world's peoples yearn for. Ad dollars to be forked over to 
broadcasters for the only world-peace presidential candidate are up to the networks were the 
networks to be involved. 
 
I, Michael Stephen Levinson am the only presidential candidate with a viable plan for World 
Peace via an actual world wide TV show to air on TV and radio worldwide all at once. 



My press release shall generate more advertising dollars for participating broadcast networks 
than any TV show in the history of television, since commercial television's inception. 
Because of the dollars to be accrued, a broadcaster's refusal to grant this candidate, or any 
candidate access for speech constitutes discrimination prohibited by our Constitution and 
telecommunications law. 
 
On the issue of political discrimination, TV stations need only glance at Representative 
Johnson's Radio Act commentary in the Congressional Record – House March 13, 1926 5558. 
Toward the conclusion of his House of Representatives floor speech, Mr. Johnson of Texas 
stated: 
" . . . The Government would grant the license to the broadcasting station on the express 
agreement and understanding that it should not discriminate against political parties, or 
candidates for office, or political issues." 
Consider that Presidential Executive Order 10995 states: "All communications media may be 
seized by the federal government. Such authority shall include the power to . . . revoke frequency 
assignments." 
 
SUGGESTED MATERIAL FOR LOCAL STATION PRESS RELEASE 
            has accepted an access request for airtime from presidential write-in candidate Michael 
Stephen Levinson. "Lev," as the poet is universally known, shall deliver his first campaign 
speech on our station, October ______ from 7:00 PM to 8:00 PM. 
Michael Stephen Levinson, "Lev," is a legally qualified write-in candidate for president. His 
candidacy is distinguished as he is the candidate who brings to our political table a "Vehicle for 
World Peace" in the form of an inspired Television Scripture, lettered in design to perform 
whirled wide on all channels for all mankind." 
 
Michael Stephen Levinson states, "I intend on performing The Book ov Lev It A Kiss, from dusk 
until dawn, as old blind Homer, every line a delicate rhyme, my lyrics to rival Dante Alighieri, of 
Divine Comedic fame, running and punning through every spoken tongue, my chants, an art of 
hand lettered living prophesy, inspired for all the worlds' peoples to sea, listen to and be a part of 
all at once—world wide. 
 
As president, I intend on delivering the world to peace, starting with a peaceful, all radio TV 
channels night. My prime purpose for seeking our presidency is to change the course of human 
history on good ship mother earth with an inspired art—words, world orders and word hors 
d'oeuvres; the World's Peace Keeper of world peace. 
 
I’m the only candidate, the only person on our planet with a plan for world peace. My prophetic 
Vehicle for World Peace is available via Internet for you to see and judge for yourself, as my 
earthly talent is epic, well above your collective pay grades, as is shown. 
 
The Lev Book comes from G-d and cannot be sold. 
 
The Book ov Lev It A Kiss, my given Television Scripture, lettered in design to perform whirled 
wide dusk until dawn is free to you and free to your viewership. Slip off your shoes then enter 
http://michaelslevinson.com in URL. Select the "enter" key. As the Lev website downloads and 



you start to scroll, you get your socks knocked off. 
 
Quickly you reach the 1988 Muhammad Ali and me Vote Lev-Ali poster. Note the cursor hand 
comes out when your cursor rolls over my political Lev-Ali poster. 
Click to download your free PDF scan of the prophetic 93 double column pages of The Book ov 
Lev It A Kiss. The Television Scripture is free, and includes free shipping, yours upon visiting 
http://michaelslevinson.com. 
 
In the first half hour of my first mass media speech I'm going to establish my inspired living 
verse, retelling the story of creation;  G-d's words to Adman, including exactly what G-d spoke 
to Adman and said, when Ad asked G-d how he, Adman, arrived on the set, as the yet-to-be-
retold tale of Adman's creation in the LAN Lord's own spitting image appears in the entitled, The 
Book ov Lev It A Kiss. Spouting my verse is key, establishing around the world that by my 
inspired multi-lingual prophetic talent, I lead. 
 
Middle East Peace Plan—30 minutes 
 
In that same first half hour of my mass media broadcast, I am setting the stage for my Middle 
East Peace plan with a request of my countrymen grant me 4-5 hours of spare time, en masse, on 
a given Sabbath 28 days—four weeks after my 1st speech, so, before my election, I deliver peace 
to that part of the world. 
 
With America behind me I’m going to turn U.S. television into a broadcasting art form. Upon 
my turning our TV sets and nets into an art form, I’m going to settle the issues standing in the 
way of Peace between the Israeli and Palestinian peoples, this to unfold before your eyes on live 
multinational television, four weeks from my 1st televised speech, before my election for 
president. 
 
In order to get the American people involved, as I need their support, I’m going to explain in 
detail what the peace consists of and how I am going to make it happen. 
I also plan on showing the broadcaster’s viewership where this settlement appears in the 
Television Scripture, hand lettered in 1970, so their viewers and listeners can read my prophetic 
writing and judge for themselves, in advance, my innovative, face saving approach to 
establishing The Middle East Peace." 
 
Turning our taken-for-granted TV sets into an art form. 
 
I need every small town with a school band across America, to parade downtown at the same 
time. Also in every city a march downtown to stand behind the "peacemaker" (me) who is soon 
to be on the giant TV screen, set in the town square for the occasion. 
A TV news crew from the nearest city must be there with the anchor stating the obvious—how 
many people in the parade march; name of the town and the state, with each individual anchor's 
news reports edited on-the-fly down to 7 seconds going over the air onto CNN and Al Jazeera to 
air live in a stream throughout the Middle East that could last minimum 90 minutes, or more, 
town after town, city after city, in advance. 
Then (me) the "peacemaker" U.S. people stand behind, appears on screen. I shall sing in Hebrew 



a Sabbath hymn sung worldwide. The hair will stand on your collective necks. Then I will begin 
to change words from Hebrew to Arabic. When every eyeball in the whole Middle East is glued 
to their TV sets . . .  I settle everything. 
 
The settlement is spelled out in The Book ov Lev It A Kiss. 
As above, during my network TV advance presentation of the Middle East peace solution, I shall 
give the key elements to Middle East Peace, so people can judge they won’t be wasting their 
time in a peace parade for nothing. 
 
The Program to Eliminate Obama Care 30 Minutes 
 
In the second half hour, after establishing my bona fides for worldwide television programming, 
I will offer my innovative plan to replace Obama Care with Lev Health Care—how we 
voluntarily end Obama Care with a marketplace solution. Within the first six weeks of my 
presidency, 20 million people without health care shall be guaranteed health care via my 
innovative marketplace solution. 
 
I expect in the 2nd six weeks of office, upon establishment of Lev Care, Obama Care users will 
migrate to Lev Care without penalty. Forty million people will then have $5 per week set-asides 
for their own co-operatively managed Catastrophic Illness Pool. 
 
This migration to Lev Care is voluntary, and will also be chosen by small business owners 
currently providing supplements to insurance company plans they put in place for their 
employees. Companies, your broadcasting company, for one, will save thousands of dollars from 
migration to Lev Care, while improving health care offered to all of your employees. 
Within the first Lev Care year we will create one million fresh health care jobs, along with a 
30% reduction in consumer's costs. Government and insurance co. bureaucracies aren’t included 
in my program. Dr.'s, dentists—all medical personal shall endorse my Lev Health Care plan." An 
access request for 30 minutes of airtime, for an innovative program to reform 1/6 of our 
economy cannot be judged unreasonable. 
 
Eliminating ISIS  30 minutes 
 
After establishing my spoken art as a Vehicle for World Peace on live television, doable from the 
office of United States President, and my plan to settle Peace in the Middle East before my 
election, followed by my plan to replace Obama Care with co-operative coverage for all, the 2nd 
hour of my first campaign speech shall ensue with my plainly stated explicit plan to eliminate 
ISIS. 
 
The threshold key for that is rebuilding Iraqi democracy. To accomplish the required democracy 
rebuild we retrofit 10,000 quad-cab 4-wheel drive off-road trucks with 40,000 USA volunteer 
sharp shooter Citizens Without Borders” behind the wheel. 
 
The Citizens Without Borders wages shall be $28 per hour plus four hours of double time per 
day with 12 hours double time Saturday and Sunday. 
 



Saudi Arabia, the Emirates, and Kuwait shall pay the volunteer Citizens Without Borders wages, 
gladly, as they have the most to gain from United States citizens eliminating ISIS. 
 
For advance information about this strategic plan to eliminate ISIS in 90 days, while 
reestablishing democracy and saving lives in Iraq, see the essay Exit Strategy Out of Iraq, 
 
(Chapter 32. In New World Hors D’oeuvres) also previously submitted to NBC and other 
television networks. 
 
From the above statement it should be clear that in my first nationwide campaign speech I will 
have provided more explicit actual solutions to problems than any other candidate for president. 
 
The Supreme Court and our Access Laws 
According to our Supreme Court in CBS, INC v. F.C.C., the benchmark access case on the issue 
of the American people's 1st Amendment right of access to mass media by candidates for office: 
"(b) The legislative history confirms that § 312(a)(7) created a right of access that enlarged the 
political broadcasting responsibilities of licensees.  453 U. S. 379-382." 
The above Michael Levinson access request is under 47 USC §312(a)(7). 
"(c) Since the enactment of § 312(a)(7), the FCC has consistently construed the statute as 
extending beyond the prior public interest policy, and as imposing the additional requirement 
that reasonable access and purchase of reasonable amounts of time be afforded candidates for 
federal office. 
This repeated construction of the statute comports with its language and legislative history, and 
has received congressional review, so that departure from that construction is unwarranted." 
 
Chief Justice Burger cites Justice Byron White in Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC 395 U. S. 
367, 395 U. S. at 390: 
"[T]he people as a whole retain their interest in free speech by radio and their collective right to 
have the medium function consistently with the ends and purposes of the First Amendment. 
It is the right of the viewers and listeners, not the right of the broadcasters, which is paramount . . 
It is the purpose of the First Amendment to preserve an uninhibited marketplace of ideas in 
which truth will ultimately prevail, rather than to countenance monopolization of that market, 
whether it be by the Government itself or a private licensee. Speech concerning public affairs is 
more than self-expression; it is the essence of self-government. 
 
It is the right of the public to receive suitable access to social, political, esthetic, moral, and other 
ideas and experiences which is crucial here. That right may not constitutionally be abridged 
either by Congress or by the FCC." 
 
Chief Justice Burger cited the famous Opinion by Justice White, in Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. 
FCC, and in more than one case after Red Lion. However, in Burger’s benchmark access case, 
cited above, that bold line: That right may not constitutionally be abridged either by Congress or 
by the FCC" is gone missing! 
 
That missing crescendo was the clerking of an FBI informant. FBI waited years; and then, via a 
six parts Public Law, buried deep in thousands of never-to-be-read pages, they slipped an 



amendment into the access law, removing PBS stations from their constitutional requirement to 
grant access upon request from federal candidates. 
 
Taxpayers pay 400 million dollars yearly keeping PBS lights on besides covering their satellite 
transmissions yet we are denied access for political speech on our non-commercial TV network 
we, the people built? 
 
But in 2016, PBS ran a Town Hall with presidential candidates. PBS political speech door is ajar. 
We must keep that door open! 
 
As above, at 452 U. S. 376: "a broadcaster must weigh such factors as: 
(a) the individual needs of the candidate (as expressed by the candidate); I hold I have presented 
enough information on my individual needs as a candidate to awaken the American electorate 
that I bring to the political table a Vehicle for World Peace that is attainable from the office of 
president, not likely as a private citizen, though all possibilities exist in the cosmos. 
(b) the amount of time previously provided to the candidate; The answer to that is none. 
(c) potential disruption of regular programming; The Supreme Court ruled in the cited case 
herein, that a “disruption of services can only happen in the event a candidate seeks airtime on a 
given evening, and submits his request in the late afternoon of the requested speech, which 
would not allow the station to list the change in their schedule. 
 
(d) the number of other candidates likely to invoke equal opportunity rights if the broadcaster 
grants the request before him. 
 
Included with this access request are the challenges to debate I tendered to Gary Johnson and Bill 
Weld, Presidential and vice presidential Libertarian party candidates; Jill Stein, of the Green 
Party, and Evan McMullin, independent republican candidate. They are the only other candidates 
noted by national cable TV press. I am the only write-in candidate. 
 
As you will read, I challenged each of these candidates  not invited to debate by the Debate 
Commission to debate, and explained the access law, and how they could ignore my challenge 
and seek access on their own, without me. Had they taken up my challenge, or made any attempt 
to secure airtime with the broadcast networks we surely would have heard and read about that. 
 
(d) is distinguished in that it is speculation and on my own information and deep seated belief, 
was not part of the Opinion written by Justice Burger, rather (d) was inserted after the galleys 
were proofed to create a reason to deny access, contradicting the court having ruled the access of 
candidates was / is an affirmative right. More on this below. 
 
I furthermore intend on publicly inviting these other candidates to join me in a two or three hour 
debate, and may have an empty chair during my first debate with their names pasted on the 
backrest. My stated purpose for debating them is I want these other candidates to consider they 
assign their electors over to me in the event they win any state. 
 
They have the right to assign their electors over to me, another reason why I need airtime I seek. 
I am legally qualified automatically in the following states: Alabama, New Hampshire, Iowa, 



New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont. There are at least thirty other states 
where I need only to file a letter with the Secretary of the State, which I am currently engaged in 
arranging. 
 
One of the outmoded FCC thresholds for mass media speech was the ten state rule. The idea, to 
eliminate as many candidates as possible in a three channel bandwidth environment was to 
eliminate nationwide speech by one state one issue candidates. 
 
The one issue one state candidate could only be guaranteed access in the state where they were. 
 
In today’s world there are not any one issue candidates and the ten state rule is not applicable 
because there are a thousand channels. Regardless, with so many states granting legality to write-
in candidates upon the candidates filing a simple letter with the Secretary of the State in the state, 
so the write-in candidate’s votes are counted, eliminates the ten state rule’s purpose which was to 
eliminate outsider candidates from their constitutional right to nationwide political speech. 
 
(e) the timing of the request. I am giving the stations plenty of time to discuss which nights they 
prefer for my political speeches. Saturday, October 8, 2016 is good for an opening 2-3 hour 
speech, as is October 10, Monday. Generally NBC has Sunday night football which is fine with 
me or any of the other networks. Thursday is another NFL football night, I understand is a CBS 
presentation, so Thursday evening is OK with me for the other network affiliates. 
 
 
 
As above, on the issue of (a) The individual needs of the candidate, as expressed by the 
candidate— 
My need is to show America I am a person with words for all mankind—that for me the 
presidency is not an end in itself—to feather my reelection nest, selling access, rather a stepping-
stone to deliver world peace. I am here to deliver world peace with my words, world orders and 
word hors d’oeuvres— a new word order for all, my words to be delivered via mass media from 
the office of President, that office, our most pow wow er full office in the world. 
 
I have a date with the universe. I cannot be late. 
 
On the issue of (b) the amount of time previously provided to the candidate, the answer is none. 
On the 1981 issue of (c) potential disruption of regular programming, disruptions cannot be 
applied to requests. Unlimited bandwidth technology has altered viewership habits. Disruptions 
of programming do not exist, except as a linguistic technicality. Upon any unannounced program 
change, viewers click the remote and choose another channel from the thousand on cable, or 
Netflix. 
The segregation of political speech from commercial television is also washed. Today, even live 
unannounced political programs—stump speeches, are broadcaster moneymaking cash cows. 
 
On the issue of (d) the number of other candidates likely to invoke equal opportunity rights if the 
broadcaster grants the request before him—(d) is inapplicable as (d) was not part of the Supreme 
Court Opinion, rather inserted into Justice Burger's Opinion, after his galleys were proofed—a 



skullduggery by FBI connected clerk informants to legalize a broadcaster’s denials, based on 
speculation which the FCC and the appellate courts said was an illegitimate reason for denial of 
access. 
 
Every Court Opinion circulates for advisement to the Associate Justices. In nearly 30 years 
before the above cited 1981 case, only one candidate complainant had ever been granted §315 
equal time. 
 
The idea of candidates seeking equal time then automatically granted a free equal time slot was a 
confusing reality stretch and not an issue in the case, in spite of the bandwidth scarcity that was 
the original reason for enacting §315(a) exemptions in the first place. 
Candidates are entitled to their own request. Broadcasters can then generate more money from 
their political access. 
 
The FBI’s insertion purpose was to create a fascist window to deny outsider candidates. The 
Appellate Court however, affirming the FCC Report and Order, made clear speculation could not 
be applied as a reason to deny a candidates' affirmative access right. 
 
I, Michael Stephen Levinson am prepared to prove, beyond any shadow, what I say about FBI's 
connected Supreme Court clerk informant's activities. 
 
Regardless, the more political speech, especially a political speech not sponsored by powerful 
media, guarantees a huge audience and huge advertising dollars for every broadcaster. To deny 
any candidate in today's world, on its face, constitutes discrimination. 
 
Finally, (e) the timing of the request. As of July 28, 2016, the candidates of the two major parties 
are now chosen and we are at the beginning of the final stretch 38 days out to the general 
election when most certainly the write-in candidate’s affirmative access rights attain. 
 
Rendering Void Ballistic Missile Attacks Worldwide 
The final half hour of this initial proposed three hour broadcast request is to make America safe 
by eliminating the very serious atomic warhead ballistic missile threat of imminent attack by 
North Korean despot, Kim Jung-un, Kim, described in The Book ov Lev—before Kim Jung Un 
was born! 
 
Recently the bed-wetting North Korean despot announced that America is a cesspool that should 
be removed from the planet. Kim Jung-un has ICBM ballistic missiles and atomic warheads. His 
intent is to destroy America’s role in the world as the world's leader. 
 
June 2, 2016 Time Magazine ran Hillary's foreign policy speech. 
What follows is from Hillary Rodham Clinton's speech. 
 
"As a candidate for President, there’s nothing I take more seriously than our national security . . . 
I’m going to keep  America’s security at the heart of my campaign." 
"Take the threat posed by North Korea – perhaps the most repressive regime on the planet, run 
by a sadistic dictator who wants to develop long-range missiles that could carry a nuclear 



weapon to the United States." 
"When I was Secretary of State, we worked closely with our allies Japan and South Korea to 
respond to this threat, including by creating a missile defense system that stands ready to shoot 
down a North Korean warhead, should its leaders ever be reckless enough to launch one at us. 
The technology is ours. Key parts of it are located on Japanese ships. All three countries 
contributed to it. And this month, all three of our militaries will run a joint drill to test it." 
 
Parse that. A couple lines were lifted from other publications. 
 
August 3, 2016 the North Korean despot launched an ICBM, hundreds of miles into the Sea of 
Japan, testing for his planned launch against USA, specifically to incinerate United States West 
Coast. 
 
Ask why the Japanese, South Koreans and Americans didn’t shoot down the North Korean 
missile, practicing for what could’ve been an actual threat? They did not; likely they might have 
failed. 
 
Upon parsing Hillary's comments on Kim Jung-Un, Hillary Clinton is dreaming we have missile 
defense v. North Korea. We do not. She knows she and her husband committed High Treason. 
They passed Loral Group missile aiming technology to the Chinese who passed our top-secret 
technology to the North Korean despot. Hillary wishes her ballistic missile aiming TREASON 
would go away, but when North Korea attacks US, using our secret state-of-art technology, 
millions of Americans are going to perish. 
 
I’m a prophet. Foretelling events goes with the territory. 
It behooves us to visit page 19 in your download PDF copy of The Book ov Lev, accessible @ 
Michaelslevinson.com<http://michaelslevinson.com> The page begins with a description of the 
arctic ice caps melting, copyright 1971: All this carbon monoxide in the air? Brother you don't 
have athlete's feet; you're roasting. The polar ice caps are going to melt and you are going to get 
a steam bath: 
ALL THIS CAR BIN MAH 
NOX IDE IN THE AIR 
BRUTH ER YOU AINT 
GOD ATH LEETZ FEAT 
YOU ROAS TIN POLE 
ER ICE CAPS GUN ER 
MEL DIN YOU GUNNUH 
GEDDA STEAM BATH. 
GOD IS THE WIN DIN 
THE RIV ER IS LIFE. 
 
 
 
There is more to that column that relates to future events that you may discover on your own. 
The right side column starts "RUSS KEYS DONT GAH SUP." Sup is short for supper—what 
you are about to eat—gossip. "DEY DEWS WUTZ DEY FEELS." The Russians do what they 



feel. Don’t we all? "YOU SHUDDA GOT HIP / DAY LUVS TO EAVES DROP." The reverse 
is fact: An American army officer crossed into East Germany dressed as a civilian and was seen 
eaves dropping—daytime eves, not evening, spying through a window. The Russian military 
dropped the U.S. soldier spying, with a shot in the back, killing him on the spot. 
Next passage is key, but first some background: The Chinese, in the sixties were testing atomic 
bombs in the atmosphere. We'd done the same testing in Nevada, back in 1946. The Chinese 
were testing their atomic bombs in Northern China. The Russians were considering to bomb the 
Chinese atomic installations and word of this very real Russian threat was leaked in Western 
Europe. 
Then Alexei Kosygin, unofficially met in Switzerland, with Chou Enlai, to get the Chinese to 
change their atom bomb testing location: 
 
WEN THE RUSH INS 
WANT ID TO BAHM 
THE CHINA MINS 
IN STEL LAY SHINS 
THE WURD WAS LEEKT 
IN WESS TURN YER IP 
KEIF ER TH UNIVERSE 
A WESS TURN WIN 
BLOUZ IN SUMMA THE SKIES 
SOW KA SEA GUN ER 
RAN IN TO CHOU EN 
SED LAI MY FREND 
MAY KA BAHM DOWN SOUTH 
THEN THE DUSS TILL BLOW 
O VIR HE*R ON USS 
INA WESS TURN HEM ISS 
——————————FEAR 
VELL E IN TUH LESS TING 
GOD IS THE WIN DIN 
THE TRINITY IS US GUYS 
THE RUSS KEYS AN 
THE CH*EYE NAH MEN 
AWW MEIN YEG UH MEIN 
GOOD BOWL UV SOU PIN 
YIR BELL E IS FULL 
BE WARE OVA DESS POT 
COOK IN MEAN DISH IS 
THE WALL UV CHINA 
IS NO MAG A NOE 
EYE WOO DIN GO O VIR 
IF I WHIRR YOU 
 
 
 



The DESS POT above is Kim Jung-un, copyright 1971, before he was born. Then we go to the 
next page, which is also about the DESS POT Kim Jung-un and why he is cooking MEAN 
DISHES in the form of nuclear armed ballistic missiles. Kim Jung-un is hungry to destroy US. 
RAID E AY SHUN 
BE OUR DOWN FALL 
We are an exceptional nation, the world's peoples look to us, but the idea of 40 million innocent 
Americans being incinerated by a North Korean bed-wetting untouchable's atomic ballistic 
missiles, he, surrounded by innocent Chinese and Koreans will not fly. 
 
MY OOO MY HOW 
THER IS A POW WOW 
POLLY WANNA CRAC ER 
IS MY PALLAH SEA 
FEED THE HUNG RE 
 
Are all the North Koreans hungry for a better life, a 2nd bowl of rice, and the chance to visit with 
their South Korean relatives?  Is the only way for that to manifest is for Kim Jung-un to become 
leader of all Korea, as he was told over and over by his grandfather and father, beginning when 
he was three years old? 
 
SLY SUP THE PEACE PIPE 
SMOE CUM O PEA YUM 
CURE ALL YER PAINZ 
IN MAY KA LODDA DREAMS 
IT OWN LE TAKES A WAY 
YIR RAP A TITE FOR FOOD. 
 
 
 
Look at the 33 years old little despot, pushing 250 lbs. 
I first began to compose The Book ov Lev in the fall of 1969. To me, the idea I could create a 
work of living art with every line a delicate rhyme should be clear from merely reading and 
hearing the story of creation. Upon that, I thought that ought to be good enough for me to meet 
with broadcasters, to turn on all the channels and set the stage for coming world peace. That was 
47 years ago. 
 
But Hoover’s people targeted me as a radical to be watched because I wrote an elegy for Ché 
Guevara and was friends with Yippie founders Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin and I was invited 
to be MC at Woodstock to recite my poem for Ché and other poems between the bands. FBI and 
CIA were tapping trans oceanic phone calls. They heard me tell my mother I had words for all 
mankind. 
 
Hoover read H. Marshall McLuhan and determined controlling media was the key to political 
power. In the Hoover infected world, my being able to walk into a TV station and state my case 
for nomination on mass media was out of the question. In Hoover’s world, media access does not 
work that way, as I soon found out. 



 
I also deeply felt, in 1969 that shooting another missile into the clouds, on its way to the moon 
was a ballistic Tower of Babel error in judgment—another reason I sought to address our nation 
though I had only lettered the first few pages of the Television Scripture. 
I felt Apollo 12 was Tower of Babel redux. After ending the story of Adman and Even I shifted 
to focus on our moon shot missions, to fill out the page. I knew in my bones that Apollo 13 was 
slated for doom: 
WEN YOU GROW OLD 
YOUR SOUL THE GREY 
GHOST WILL GO TO 
MY HEA VIN THE CLOUDS 
 
 
 
ANNE WEN YOU LOOKT 
AT THE MOON IN 
SAW RITE THRU THEM 
YOU NEW ALL O VIR 
THE WHIRLD IT WAS 
WUN GREAT BABYLON 
[A T & T and the Telstar took care] 
YOU CUD NOT MAKE 
OUT A WURD 
NEX TIME GET KICKT 
IN YER SHINS FALL 
FLAT ON YER FACE 
LOOSE YER PRIDE 
GET STEPT ON YER HE*D 
AND YOU SHA DIE. 
 
In January 1970 students from University of York befriended me. They asked my permission to 
publish the first 16 pages of The Book ov Lev in their student publication, The Fountain, which 
was published in the format of a full tab newspaper. That was in March, 1970. Apollo 13, which 
was described in my script, "NEX TIME GET KICKT / IN YOUR SHINS FALL," took place in 
April 1970. 
 
I knew it in advance and furthermore I knew that I knew it in advance. Books of living prophecy 
are like bottles of wine, they have to lie around for a while, mellow and tell. Seldom are events 
sensed in advance by any prophet. Living prophets are few and far between. They do not 
compete. Foretelling future events is a minor role of any genuine prophet, except Moses knew 
the sea was going to split.. Reel prophets are rare, as is their genuine foretelling. 
 
Find in the middle of the Television Scripture a page with a single column down the middle 
instead of double, like the rest. 
 
On that page find my description of Richard Nixon, entering the White House after being sworn 



into office, described by Walter Cronkite, my writing, that years later, turned into a description 
of Richard Nixon slinking out the White House back door, disgraced, yet in 1974, in The Book 
ov Lev It A Kiss, copyright 1971. 
 
Prophecy, G-d inspired, is a form of foretelling, not prediction. There are a dozen explicit world 
events foretold in The Book ov Lev It A Kiss, for example, the Persian Gulf War, when and 
where it would be fought, what the war was about, who would do the fighting, how it would turn 
out; the Japanese Tsunami, Governor Wallace getting a scrue in the back. The arctic ice caps 
melt was, as was 9/11, described in advance, both in a poetic foretelling. 
 
I'm the only candidate for president who brings prophetic art to the political table, a work of art 
inspired to perform for all mankind from the office of president, world peace to begin with 
worldwide vision telling. 
 
As surely as I knew in my bones Apollo 13 was doomed, I know in my bones the 33 years old 
bed-wetter despot running North Korea, with our resources, plans on launching four atomic war-
head ICBM’s to incinerate U.S. west coast, Kim Jung-un incineration goal, the 3rd week in 
October, before our elections, California after attack a swirl of Nagasaki, Hiroshima and 
Chernobyl. 
 
We have limited time to develop the counter measures. 
 
Chinese and the Russians are complicit in Kim Jung-un plans. They are aware of the despot bed-
wetter's intent. This is why the Chinese are chomping at the bit to get nasty with neighbors in the 
South China Sea. They can hardly wait for Kim Jung-un to fulfill his Grandfather and his 
Father's wishes—drilled into Kim Jung-Un bed-wetting head since he was 3 years old. The 
Russians crowd the border with Ukraine for the same reason—why also North Korea has not 
officially ended the war against South Korea and USA. 
 
Kim isn’t done. Kim has ten atomic bombs and seeks to build five more, to replace the five he 
intends on launching against US. 
 
The fifth atomic warhead is to threaten Soul—after Kim incinerates our west coast, either South 
Korea capitulates and Kim takes over all of Korea immediately or he incinerates Soul, his 
ultimatum after what shall be his ordained successful, unanswered atomic warhead ballistic 
missile launch, against United States. 
 
Kim will incinerate millions of Americans. Whatever might bee our response we cannot go 
atomic as Kim Jung-un is surrounded by North and South Korean innocent civilians, besides 
millions of Chinese, protecting him from atomic missile or A-bomb return fire. 
 
Nor do we have defense that guarantees we can eliminate his ballistic missiles coming across the 
Pacific twice the speed of sound from North Korea. Kim Jung-un plan: declare war, then 45 
seconds later launch his atomic warhead ballistic missiles. 
 
I am the presidential candidate with counter measures to eliminate ballistic missiles. 



 
I have designed a defense counter measure that will safely destroy every ICBM Kim Jung-un 
has; that will eliminate all ballistic missile as implements of war, regardless who has them. 
But to implement my counter measures I need, via mass media, to deliver a speech, alerting my 
countrymen so we get cracking on building my failsafe countermeasures as per my design. Or 
should Kim Jung-un be allowed to murder 40 million Americans? 
 
Is that what the FBI styled network broadcasters and station managers want to see take place? I 
cannot believe that. 
 
This is up to NBC, ABC, CBS, CNN, FOX and PBS whether or not you fulfill license 
obligations and honor my access request, or prepare for mass revocation.. 
The Jews, G-d’s children, tell you words are an expression of their souls—that words, the 
makeup of speech, are a blessing from your Creator—G-d,—that man talks to G-d and G-d talks 
back. 
 
When you slam the door to political speech in my face, you are really slamming the door in G-
d’s face, for it is by the LAN Lord uh pin Heaven I have this giant blessing of words, word 
orders and word hors d’oeuvres, given me to give to America and the world. 
 
Woe unto you. "Screw you Jew and screw your G-d" may've been the Pharaoh’s view, in his day, 
and today, your view, too— and you are going to pay for that anti-Semitic view with more than 
license to broadcast a boring fare to diminishing audiences. 
 
Political discourse and speech is where broadcaster money is. 
 
Either open up your door to my reasonable access request, or chance millions of Americans may 
be incinerated the 3rd week in October by North Korean ballistic missiles. 
Never mind live, send your television crews to ask me any question you may have. Or are you 
broadcaster executive people so fascist that you would gamble the lives of millions of Americans 
while you once again bow to your FBI consorts and again proceed to destroy my constitutional 
First Amendment right to speak? 
 
The fascist FCC Bureau Deputy, Robert Baker has informed your attorneys over and over, "The 
Commission has determined Michael S. Levinson is only technically a candidate for president in 
that he is legally qualified under our Constitution. 
 
The Communications Commission’s view is that Levinson is a de minimis person with nothing 
to offer, therefore, not entitled to the privilege of mass media access that is ordinarily a 
constitutional right, but in Levinson’s case a mere technicality." 
 
The above is what the FCC Deputy tells broadcast attorneys. Do you, the television executive 
reading this believe Robert Baker's tripe? 
 
The most respected FCC Commissioner in the history of FCC was Nicholas Johnson. Supreme 
Court Justices cited Johnson’s case opinions. In 1973, I sent Commissioner Johnson, an essay, 



"The Lev Day Vid Report / Millennium Television for the Tense Present and the Coming Even." 
Commissioner Johnson personally wrote me, thanked me for my essay and wrote that my idea 
for world peace via worldwide television sounded "earthshaking;" and that I should keep in 
touch. 
 
Robert Baker, the 69n yrs old protégé of J. Edgar Hoover's plant, Bureau Chief Milton O. Gross, 
scoffs at, and belittles Nicholas Johnson. 
 
To the gentile attorneys, the anti-Semite Baker has stated that Michael Levinson is a “dirty Jew" 
not worth hearing. To the Jewish attorneys he tells "Jew Jokes" in a disgusting imitation Yiddish, 
as though to say to Jewish attorneys, he is one of the boys. 
 
Robert Baker has told all of your attorneys in the event I seek access, ignore my request, and in 
the event I complain to FCC he, as Deputy will be in charge of any Formal Complaint I might 
file; he won't budge until after the vote and then declare the issue moot. 
 
Deputy Baker is 69 years old. He will not retire until after the election and when he retires, his 
pension will be at 78% instead of 80% of his 200 some odd thousand dollars yearly sinecure, not 
including extra thousands of undeclared dollars remunerated to him from FBI, year in and year 
out, to stay on well into his retirement, to stifle my political right to deliver a speech. 
 
FBI files will show these people determined to destroy my constitutional rights in 1992, when I 
applied for access to deliver a nationwide speech, and I was entitled to parity—the legal right as 
a candidate to access for my own nationwide speech! 
 
An attorney for the PBS station wrote an Opposition to my Application for Review in that case. 
He began, stating that were there even one inaccurate statement he would be guilty of perjury. 
 
Everything the attorney wrote was an outright lie or distortion. Every word. To look at that 
attorney’s resume today he is super top shelf, his reward for lying through his teeth with the 
understanding no one outside of the case would ever see his end-to-end perjury. 
 
I thought that writing an Opposition to an Opposition was not the way to go, that I could appeal 
his Opposition to my Application in the Appellate Court. Letting his Opposition slide was a 
mistake. 
 
FBI had clerk informants in the Appellate Court. Who knows whether all the papers were even 
sent to the court. The Judges are over worked and clerk's control. 
 
When I appealed the FCC decision, one of the appellate judges wrote he was voting to dismiss 
my case, having read the Opposition to my Application for Review. The judges did not see my 
Formal Complaint or my masterpiece Application for Review. 
 
A fascist FBI connected bureaucrat litigation attorney in FCC passed the papers to FBI 
connected Appellate Clerk informants so the appellate judges did not see any of my pleading. 
 



There are a number of D.C. people whose careers and are at stake upon my simply delivering a 
political speech. They will each individually lobby FBI for "extreme prejudice." 
 
Hoover wrote that in the event I busted his FBI corral and delivered a nationwide speech I would 
become instantly as popular as John Dillinger, but with a difference. In no way could my getting 
put down by FBI be connected to FBI—that the trail back to the FBI would also have to be 
immediately eliminated. J. Edgar Hoover wrote, word for word, what I'm telling you he wrote. 
 
The designated FBI assassin is Frederick W. Humphries II, described by fellow Agents as having 
"conservative political views and a reputation for being aggressive." 
 
Humphries is distinguished. He's one of those FBI Special Agents who has a track record of 
committing murder in U.S.A., on command, and has one domestic murder under his belt. 
According to MSNBC commentator Rachel Maddow, FBI has murdered 155 Americans in 
America. 
 
Humphries II is a Special Agent stationed less than ten miles from my dwelling, without an 
active portfolio. Humphries II is not on any case. He waits for the sponsored "extreme prejudice" 
call. 
 
In that case, I guess that’s the way G-d planned it. I may experience a sharp splitting headache, 
lasting a tenth of a second, from a bullet in the back of my head. Then I’m gone. Then, I believe 
you are lost, that G-d, your Creator changed His mind about your future in his image. What I am 
telling you was written down copyright `1971: 
 
 
 
WEN THE LEV IS GONE 
SO GOES MAN KIND . . . 
KILL OFF THE LEV 
IN YER ALL WIPED OUT 
ALL MEN WALK THE PLANKTON. 
 
 
 
It is not my idea that mine is the oldest soul on the planet. I was writing about the cetaceans on 
the first page of Genesis with whom I share the nick-name, Lev. 
 
I have words for all mankind, so all the worlds’ peoples will understand why they are here and 
what G-d has planned for them forever—how to travel and populate the universe and what to do 
when you arrive at a place twice the size of earth with deer and antelope napping with lions and 
tigers, where survival is for all. Heaven on another planet. 
 
All I have are words. I die without saying what I am here to simply tell – my vision – what I was 
given—then your future dies because iamb the person G-d designated to fill in all your blanks. 
 



The FBI agents have been taught I am an evil person who is an enemy of civilization; that in the 
event it comes to taking my life they are serving a higher good.  That getting the chance at me is 
a great honor. That is what FBI Agents are taught! Files will show that. See the idea of serving a 
higher good in Church Committee Reports, Books II and III, available on my website. 
 
Let every newspaper demand, under Freedom of Information Act, all of FBI's memoranda where 
the name Michael Stephen Levinson appears. FBI will adamantly refuse. Nor will FBI respect a 
court order to release Hoover's personal Lev memos! FBI will appeal that to Department of 
Justice. 
 
Every broadcast station manager has been FBI name checked and told, in the event Michael S. 
Levinson applies for access, call FBI as they, with FCC connections, will cover the station's 
license. 
 
I began my quest for world peace via political speech in 1969, nearly 47 years ago. But I'm not, 
so far, to be allowed to speak. 
 
My First Amendment right has been denied across the board! 
 
Ronald Reagan turned our Defense Dept. into a Department of Offense, based on a coach’s 
mantra, "The best defense is offense." 
 
Top secret state-of-the-art missile aiming technology was made available to Chinese military by 
Bill Clinton and complicit Hillary, to keep from public domain XXX films of Bill being 
"serviced" a  couple dozen times, three times a week, for months, by a woman other than his 
wife; [more about that below—pun intended]. 
 
I query, how long did it take for our top-secret state-of-the-art missile technology to get handed 
by Chinese to the North Koreans? 
 
The first of the Kim Jung-Un unstoppable ICBMs is slated for San Diego’s military installations, 
so our troops backing our guys stationed in South Korea will be incinerated. 
 
The 2nd ICBM target is Hollywood. Clint Eastwood, Taylor Swift, Geffen, Spielberg, 
Katzenberg, thousands of other producers, writers, directors, grips and performers—everyone 
who works for NBC, ABC and CBS in Hollywood—everyone in Hollywood who lives there will 
share the same experience—incinerated together. 
 
Kim Jung-Un third ICBM is targeting Apple headquarters. The largest company worldwide will 
be instantly destroyed. All of the Apple stores and the factories will still be able to produce 
products for sale, but Apple will be demolished, stock cashed out, Apple's product line assets 
sold off. Kim Jung-Un is secretly a stockholder, perhaps a billion dollars' worth of stock hidden 
in shell companies. 
 
The forth ICBM is targeted for Microsoft campus, the Kim Jung-un plan—destroy Microsoft, 
especially the Microsoft Cloud. That is Kim Jung-un plan—his goal 3rd week October 2016. 



 
Innovative Civilian Drone Technology 
 
My solution to this imminent attack may be constructed within 30 days of my first mass media 
speech. My plan runs contrary to military industrial complex defense. Northrup, for one, has 
ABM anti-ballistic missile systems costing billions that furthermore, like THAAD, take years to 
install. 
The industrial complex has developed efficient radar tracking. That is all. They congratulate 
themselves on billion dollar programs but can't guarantee 100% success downing ballistic 
missiles. 
 
We can create counter measures based on innovative civilian drone technology. The drones we 
need to build are 40 feet square, six helicopter blades on each of the sides. The helicopters must 
be adjustable so a set of blades can go from horizontal to vertical, enabling the drones to stay 
aloft and sway, or slide sideways. 
 
The drone frame shall be lightweight super strength plastic. The 1600 square feet shall contain 
one layer of individual lithium off-the-shelf inter connected batteries that power Tesla cars and 
electric bicycles. They may be 48 volts 20 amp or more. 
 
The second layer will be our most powerful C5 dynamite, set to explode on impact, or by remote 
control, or both. The next layer shall be a solar panel to maintain the charge on the lithium 
batteries. Batteries fully charged should be good for at least a couple days without using the 
installed sun charging solar panels. 
 
Add to our David Drones our Pentagon missile tracking radar. 
 
The underside shall be either Kevlar, inch thick Dragon Skin, or both. David is the drone's name, 
our David’s made to slay the heathen Goliath ballistics. A full unit shall be six separate David’s, 
in the shape of a Hebrew Star which may be described as a pyramid right side up and pyramid 
upside down, a seventh David centered. 
 
Plastic baton bars connect the individual David’s to the David in the middle. Under our 2nd 
Amendment we have every right to bear the above-described arms, to protect our lives, our 
houses, our country from atomic bombs. We've the right to build David Drones. California, 
Oregon, and Washington have the right to purchase our David 's and send them aloft for 24 / 7 
defensive watch. 
 
What we need from the Department of Defense is to hook their tracking radar directly to our 
David Drones. My counter measure is similar to Jay Leno’s Drag Strip Chicken, yet a new game-
changer: Head On Collision. 
The Despot bed-wetter launches an atomic warhead missile aiming for the center of Hollywood, 
going 1400 mph. The seven David Drones are centered and Jung-Un ballistic missile strikes the 
center David on its predetermined path to its target—Hollywood. 
 
Because there isn’t any resistance the seven David’s are pushed backwards as the ballistic 



missile cannot drive through the Dragon Skin. The other six David’s collapse into the ballistic 
missile, as the  baton bars all have a one-way swivel. Less than a second—seven explosions 200 
miles away in the sky above, at sea. 
 
Civilians at home will be instructed to stay home, A.C. off, and windows shut, to avoid nuclear 
radiation, blowing across our land. 
 
I estimate the total cost of the whole Seven David’s apparatus fully equipped to be under 75 
thousand dollars total, not counting our Defense Department's accurate but overpriced radar. 
 
Upon my delivering a mass media speech, all the companies that can make a contribution to 
manufacturing these drones in USA will instantly get to work 24/7 and United States will be safe 
from the North Korean despot’s nuclear intent within thirty days. Deny my speech and the despot 
attacks—each and every one of the station managers may have to deal with the relatives of all 
the innocent people incinerated because you deny my constitutional right. 
 
I will conclude my first mass media speech with my plan to yank the 33 years old bed-wetting 
despot from his perch in North Korea without United States having to fire a single shot. 
 
As above I have challenged Libertarian candidate for president, Gary Johnson, and Green Party 
candidate, Dr. Jill Stein to join my other debates, besides applying with me to ABC, NBC, CBS, 
PBS, FOX, and CNN for two separate debates on each network from today until the week of the 
election. That way we may even qualify for at least one of the Debate Commission "debates." 
 
Please get back to me and let me know that you, the station in receipt of this access  requests are 
scheduling my speech, which information should be released to the press immediately. We could 
have a huge conference call. 
Thank you 
Michael S. Levinson 
8601 DR MLK JR ST N Apt 9 
Saint Petersburg, FL 33702 
(727) 873-7102 
 
 
 
This reasonable request for access to deliver a major campaign speech on behalf of my 
candidacy for the office of president includes my application for a 2nd two hour or three hours 
political speech the 2nd week of September. 
The date for my 3rd requested speech is open. 
Lev 2nd speech first hour 
Issue: The Federal Communications Commission, upon its utter failure to enforce the access 
statutes that protect the American people’s First Amendment right to hear a political speech must 
be dissolved via Executive Order. Disputes between communications entities may be resolved 
forthrightly in the D.C. Court of Appeals. 
Communications sub-committees of Congress determining the bandwidth auctions currently run 
by FCC shall employ technical FCC personal. The auctions shall be conducted by the Congress, 



an enlargement of Congress’ sub-committee powers. 
All of the taxes on cell phones, cable TV, etc., shall revert to communities where these taxes are 
levied, for community projects to be determined by the communities. 
An hour for the issue of dissolving one of the oldest free standing agencies created by the 
government is reasonable as the FCC is one of the reasons the American people feel our country 
is on the wrong track, heading in the wrong direction. The American people are entitled to an 
explanation which I intend on delivering to American people. There is a lot to be exposed. 
The 2nd Speech second hour 
Issue: By Executive Order the Federal Bureau of Investigations and the Central Intelligence 
Agency shall be dissolved. 
Every Special Agent in FBI and every CIA agent born before 1951 shall be retired. All other 
personal in both agencies remain in place, on the job, on their projects, at their stations. 
Where we determine that departments of the agencies overlap half the workers of each agency 
are to be reassigned at the opposing agency so approximately half the employees of each of the 
two intelligence agencies change places. 
Flat panel full-wall closed circuit television shall be installed so when meetings are held all of 
the agents in each of the two former agencies shall participate with their counterparts in the other 
building via closed circuit television. 
The two separate data bases of cases and people to be watched shall be joined into one Main 
Data Base. 
FBI Special Agents in the field shall be reassigned to local district police departments with half 
their wages coming from D.C. These Special Agents shall also have access to the Main Data 
Base from which to gather information and post their investigations. 
The reformed agency shall be named in the memory of former Special Agent John P. O’Neil 
who gave his life trying to save lives in the South Tower after the 9 / 11 twin towers attack. 
All investigations, whether civil or criminal, domestic or foreign shall be conducted by a single 
bureau under the same roof using the same database. 
The two former agencies shall be one, known as The John P. O’Neil Bureau of Federal 
Investigations.  BFI. 
A single statute shall be voted into law by the congress: Any interference by any person in, or 
connected to the agency in any way shape or form, in the lives of any US resident, including any 
political activities of any person living in USA is prohibited. 
Other intelligence agencies in other departments, Defense for one, shall be melded into BFI. 
Upon interference in the livelihood of any person living in USA, any agent violating this law, 
upon investigation, shall be fired then sentenced by tribunal to minimum 15 years in prison 
without parole, one week every month solitary confinement. 
With the two intelligence agencies made into one agency we are safe as a nation. With a simple 
statute prohibiting interference in the lives of the citizenry we're protected from government 
abuse. 
My explanation shall include incidents in my life showing illegal interference in my life 
instigated by J. Edgar Hoover, but set my life aside. 
Every potential clerk in every federal and state court is “name checked” by FBI. They determine 
who really needs money and then, at a name check hearing they offer the hungry potential clerk 
of the court, extra thousands to keep FBI posted on constitutional 1st Amendment cases that get 
filed. 
When a corrupted clerk informant informs FBI of a case, the FBI calls on the Magistrate and the 



chief judge of the District Court and uses their intimidation influence to get the case dismissed. 
That is why we don’t see 1st Amendment cases in the Supreme Court. Why the country feels our 
country is on the wrong track. 
For using their self-expanded powers to corrupt all our federal courts, FBI must be dismantled. 
FBI, as above, has also name checked every TV station manager. These activities, to control 
what the public gets to see and hear are not in FBI's Charter. 
The 3rd speech I plan will focus on a series of actual solutions, not policy positions or pie in the 
sky ideas. I will speak to my jobs program that will generate five million good life long jobs 
without government funding. I will talk in advance about how I am going to eliminate pandemic 
heroin addiction in America, and more. 
 
On Sep 29, 2016, at 3:02 PM, Oliver Kerr 
<jacklegsjumpingup.me@gmail.com<mailto:jacklegsjumpingup.me@gmail.com>> wrote: 
Dear Jill Stein 
 
We can debate on nationwide network Television. All we have to do is ask. 
 
I am an independent write-in candidate for president. I hereby challenge you, Jill Stein to (12) 
twelve nationwide debates, two 2 hour debates on the following six networks : ABC, CBS, NBC, 
FOX, PBS, and CNN. 
 
Do you want to debate? As long as you are willing to debate a write-in candidate on nationwide 
TV then lets do it. 
 
In the event you accept my debate challenge, I expect to be elected president. 
 
I’m an inspired poet, as was Moses and King Solomon. I bring to the political table a Vehicle for 
World Peace, a prophetic Television Scripture, hand lettered, 93 pages, in double columns to 
perform as old blind Homer, dusk until dawn, with every line a delicate sensible rhyme, on all 
channels for all the worlds’ peoples at once,  my lyrics to rival Dante Alighieri of Divine 
Comedic fame. 
 
Regardless who is elected president, I’m the only person on the planet, as far as I can see, who 
has words for all mankind. Upon election I insist you participate in my administration! I need 
you to join my cabinet and play a major role deciding who else we should invite to join the 
cabinet. 
 
I have a date with the universe I cannot be late! I’m the guy who’s going to orchestrate what we 
do and how we get everything done. 
 
To see the potential contents for twelve (12) two hour debates, besides what is written here, my 
end at least, visit http://michaelslevinson.com . 
 
I, the write-in candidate, am challenging you to turn your electors over to me, based on 
independent polls, which is the compelling reason we are entitled to hold a dozen debates, two 
on each network between now and the election. 



 
According to law, we are entitled, regardless. Be with me on this and we will blow the election 
wide open! The American people do not want the two party choices! 
 
You accept my challenge and one of us shall be elected next president. Once we hold an 
announcement press conference our campaigns are liable to become the only game in town worth 
watching. 
 
Visit my website http://michaelslevinson.com scroll to the poster of Muhammad Ali and me, 
click on the poster and download a full PDF scan of my Television Scripture, The Book ov Lev 
It A Kiss. Scroll to page 19. The top left column begins with a description of the arctic ice caps 
melting, c. 1971. 
 
In the left column six lines from the bottom I describe the North Korean despot, Kim Jung-Un 
before he was born: “Beware of a despot / Cooking mean dishes.” 
 
Having the best defense in the world, which we do not at this time have, is an issue we can agree 
on —at least talk about, as I see a major flaw in ballistic missile defense. Bringing this issue to 
the American people, in a political “debate” format is paramount. The defense issue could be/ 
should be our first debate. What did H. and Trump “debate?” Nothing.  Their debate consisted of 
personal attack zingers. 
 
I have  “counter-measures” to totally eliminate ballistic missiles as implements of war!  I need to 
present my idea to the American people and build a prototype pronto! 
 
Ron Reagan changed the Department of Defense into a Dept. of Offense.  We do not have any 
ballistic missile defense against attacks on our west coast, which is exactly why the North 
Korean bed-wetting despot intends on attacking us. 
 
We could easily spend a two hour “debates” on this one issue alone. I need to put my counter-
measure design on the political table. 
 
I speak, and we save countless millions of innocent American lives. 
 
Here is a bit of legal background, to show what the political charade playing status quo political 
insiders do not want you, Jill Stein, and all others to realize: 
 
Under 47 U.S.C. § 315(a), the e quill time law, supposedly enforced by FCC, we, the candidates 
regardless, are not entitled to the time of day. 
 
The e quill time statutory requirement was written into the Radio Act of 1926. The Congress 
made one issue absolutely clear—DISCRIMINATION against a political candidate or political 
party was NOT to be tolerated by the agency bureau created by the Radio Act, to license the 
broadcasters. 
 
Yet FCC, down the road, sliced and diced the law with promulgations guaranteed to eliminate all 



or most requests under that statute by treating nearly every candidate appearance as an exempt 
use, a “news event,” but no matter. 
 
The broadcaster’s idea was that with only 3 channels and PBS on rabbit ears, unless they had “e 
quill time” exemptions they could not cover candidates for then, the airwaves would be 
completely loaded with every candidate for office, a speculation both Congress and FCC bought. 
 
Today, with a thousand cable channels, FCC yet clings to their outdated promulgations that in 
fact, contradict more than one opinion by Supreme Court. 
 
FCC should be dissolved by Executive Order, a reason for another of our 12 debates—agencies 
that must be eliminated or dramatically reformed. 
Trump has had close to 200 uninterrupted hours of exempt, air time “use”, Hillary, when 
counting air time devoted to her surrogates, not that far behind. You and me are, under the law, 
certainly entitled to our own time. 
 
How about that, Jill? Are you satisfied with the broadcaster’s coverage of your candidacy? Has 
the coverage been fair? My coverage is non-existent. 
 
But that’s OK. 
 
Although the Fairness Doctrine was demolished by President Reagan, the political “Fairness 
Doctrine ” element, a requirement of the broadcasters, is very clearly on the books. What was 
eliminated was the broadcasters obligation to cover both sides of an issue e.g. atomic power v. 
coal fired plants. 
 
Under the Fairness Doctrine a station covering any issue had to give an equal amount of time to 
both sides, but the “Fairness Doctrine” concept still applies to political candidates and their 
parties. 
 
That is why you have had the minimal coverage you got— USC § 315(a) Fairness. 
 
The governing law that protects our 1st Amendment right is the first cousin to 47 USC § 315(a) 
—that is 47 USC  § 312 (a)(7), passed in  1971. 
 
The key statute reads: 
 
(a)  The Commission may revoke a broadcaster’s license 
(7)  “for willful or repeated failure to allow reasonable access to or to  permit purchase of 
reasonable amounts of time for the use of a                                  broadcasting station, by a legally 
qualified candidate for Federal elective office on behalf of his candidacy.” 
 
We request the time and broadcasters are required to honor our request. We will, grudgingly, be 
granted the airtime. The §312(a)(7) law was written to promote political speech, not political ads 
at the lowest unit rate. 
 



Under well settled FCC § 312(a)(7) promulgations, access for political speech is a MUST 
CARRY in the 60 days before an election. 
 
The law was passed in 1971. In 2001, buried in a six part Public Law, a couple Republican Party 
members slipped an amendment into the access law, without hearings or public notice, clearly 
illegal. FCC was complicit. The access statute now reads: 
 
The Commission may revoke a broadcaster’s license 
                       “for willful or repeated failure to allow reasonable access to or to permit purchase 
of reasonable amounts of time for the use of a                           broadcasting station, other than a 
non-commercial educational broadcast station, by a legally qualified candidate for  Federal 
elective office on behalf of his candidacy.” 
 
The inserted amendment is not constitutional. But the unconstitutionality issue is not relevant, 
except as an issue to be raised during our debates. WETA had a Candidate Town Hall earlier in 
the campaign season. Once the PBS flagship station opened their access door, and all 356 
member stations carried the Town Hall, PBS stations cannot shut the door to reasonable access 
requests from other candidates. 
 
We can promote 435 fresh people, to apply, even as write-ins under the Green Party banner, and 
arrange free airtime on their local PBS station, as candidates for Congress! 
 
Working together, without delay, we may elect 10-20 fresh Members. Maybe more. 
 
Technically, FCC also removed cable from the access law in 1991, to keep narrowing 
opportunities for political speech by outsiders, so only the rich or party connected could run, but 
once a cable door is open, they, too are open to political speech. CNN! 
 
CNN made $200, 000 for every 30 second ad they aired in one of their first debates of the season 
when they had 20 million viewers. 
 
As soon as any cable company sells political ads, they cannot deny access for speech. 
During each of our “Debates,” we can seek viewer $$$ to support local challengers to the status 
quo Congress, we, providing $$$ to the outsider candidates to offset their costs of a 
congressional district speech on local cable. 
 
My plan: you and me— Jill Stein and Michael Levinson —seek 2 hour slots, offering the 
broadcasters and cable caster (CNN) 3 minutes for ads, upon every 12 minutes of political debate 
speech— making us money makers for the broadcasters, so it pays for them to honor our access 
request! 
 
We can divide each 12 minute segment in half—six minutes for each of us to discuss or speak to 
the same or different issues. We do not need a moderator controlling what the issues are that we 
speak to. 
 
The Debate Commission represents the outdated approach to political speech on mass media—



keeping political speech segregated from the rest of television. 
 
We want broadcasters and the cable casters [CNN] to make money!  We insist! 
 
The networks cannot deny our access request! Refusal is DISCRIMINATION, grounds for 
license REVOKED, as judged by the Supremes in C.B.S. Inc. v. FCC., 1981. 
 
The broadcasters know all about these laws and their obligations to political speech, but we are 
obligated  to file our reasonable request to get the access ball rolling. 
 
To coin a Gary Johnson line, “You in?” 
 
I am the only candidate in our country’s political telecommunications history to have delivered a 
campaign speech on a PBS station—on New Hampshire Public Television in 1988; also the only 
candidate to deliver a political speech on cable. 
 
As a write-in candidate for president in 1980 I delivered a live 90  minute speech on two cable 
systems in Buffalo, NY, establishing my bona fides as a legally qualified write-in candidate. 
 
WE REQUEST ACCESS. BROADCAST TV NETWORKS and CNN CANNOT REFUSE! 
 
Our access request strategy and a sample request is included here. 
 
You in?  Or do I have to apply by myself and deliver a speech / debate, standing next to an 
empty chair with your name on it! 
 
Me alone the broadcasters will fight and deny my right. All the broadcasters know who I 
am.  Hoover tattooed me a “person of special interest” at the top of his counter intelligence list in 
1970. His minions made two attempts on my life, the first 1980, the 2nd  when Justice John Paul 
Stevens was retiring. 
 
I’d like to share with you what FBI did to foul my life. Hoover’s minions also have name-
checked every TV station manager. 
 
Our first debate should be devoted to defense issues besides the agencies we plan to eliminate 
and why. FCC is first on my list. 
 
Eliminating FCC saves cable internet and telephone users billions of dollars!  Or, we collect that 
tax money and leave it stay in the locations where the tax is collected, for local infrastructure, 
libraries, and more. Any disputes between giant entities may be heard in the D.C. Circuit Court 
of Appeals as would any violations of 312(a)(7) law. 
 
Neither Clinton or Trump have a clue what to do. H. states the election is about her temperament, 
her policies and her qualifications— not solutions. 
 
What does CIA stand for?  Cash In Advance. FBI—Fascist Bureaucracy Ink. During our first 



speech I am going to state,” Upon my inauguration, I am going to immediately dissolve the two 
agencies—actually meld them—everyone stays at their job, but the agencies shall be dissolved—
renamed The John P. O’Neill  BFI . Bureau of Federal Investigation. 
 
Half of each agency will change places with their counterparts and each former agency shall 
have full wall flat panel closed circuit television so when meeting they meet together and share 
the same data base. 
 
Bottom line: Whether civil or criminal, domestic or foreign all investigations shall be under the 
same digital roof with a simple controlling statute prohibiting any interference in the domestic 
lives and political activity of any person living in USA, unless said person is suspected of 
potential terrorist activity. 
 
I am the oldest candidate. I was born in 1941. I burped when the Japanese began the 2nd world 
war. My campaign is distinguished. 
 
I am a poet prophet. My Television Scripture c. 1971 has a dozen world events described in 
advance. As above, on the nineteenth page I describe the North Korean Kim Jung-Un before he 
was born : “Beware of a despot / Cooking mean dishes.” 
 
When we meet I will show you some of the prophetic pages. Nixon is described leaving the 
White House in disgrace, Spiro Agnew is a tragic hero over money, the Persian Gulf war—
where it would be, when, who would do the fighting, how it would turn out. The Japanese 
Tsunami,  BP’s oil spill are described in my copyright Television Scripture, The Book of Lev It 
A Kiss, and more. 
 
My purpose upon election, set the stage for my world wide all channels TV Show to deliver our 
world to peace and change the course of human history on good ship mother earth. Nothing less, 
my plan since 1969. 
 
The reason for my challenge of 12 nationwide debates is to convince you, in front of all the 
American people, on live TV, to assign your electors to me. This challenge will wake up the 
whole country! We want that. 
 
That’s why we have to have  a series of 12 debates before you can decide to assign all your 
electors to vote for me. As soon as we start “debating” that is what all of the people will be 
watching to see what we stand for. 
 
The country is going to love our every word. We are warm, genuine, friendly, and we agree 
about a lot of issues. I bring a series of actual, carefully thought out solutions, not eye-glazing 
policy positions. 
 
German cockroaches are more popular than U.S. Congress. As long as we are airing 12 two hour 
debates, twice a week—best case scenario, for the next 6 weeks, during the debates, we can 
exhort 435 people under age 30, or older than 60 to run for their district seat in the House as 
freshly proclaimed Greens, on the Green line, in the event there is time, or as write-ins, and their 



campaign speeches to be scheduled on cable w/ support from people who donate to our 
campaigns, and also deliver a campaign speech on non-commercial PBS! 
 
That will be very appealing to the whole country. Our only requirement—the candidates publicly 
swear, on TV,  right hand raised high,  as I will demonstrate during our first debate—they will 
not accept any money from anyone for their reelection campaigns, in the event they decide to 
participate as candidates. 
 
I suspect we agree on a radical approach to the bureaucrat agencies. The country feels we, the 
country are not going in the right direction. That is why, on my first day in office I am, via 
Executive Order, dissolving FCC. 
 
They have used their power to inhibit and infringe all political speech, especially political speech 
by outsiders, which is what we are. FCC does not enforce the access statute and you, and Trump 
and everyone else don’t know what I am talking about. 
 
“I’m older than you, and I look it. I was born in ’41. I burped when the Japanese attacked the 
Pearl and began the 2nd world war. At least I look younger than Trump and Clinton. 
 
As above, THE ACCESS  STATUTE WAS WRITTEN FOR SPEECH, NOT ADS. 
 
We make the arrangements for the debates, and hold an announcement press conference where I 
am going to state word for word or paraphrase the following paragraphs that will guarantee we 
have 50 million viewers, perhaps as many as the Debate Commission Clinton v. Trump charade, 
for our first debate. 
 
I might also print a single press release page for press distribution. 
 
The following paragraphs, in the form of a press release hand out come from my soon-to-be-
released eBook, “New World Hors D’oeuvres” sub-titled, “The Political Recipe For Peace.” 
 
“In 1969 I was on a ship 40 days and 40 nights, there given words for all mankind, my double 
columns to perform as old blind Homer, dusk until dawn, on all channels television for all the 
worlds' peoples at once. I rival Dante of Divine Comedic fame, every line of my verses, delicate 
sensible mull tie ling well rhyme. 
 
My prophetic Television Scripture was lettered to perform live for all the world's peoples to 
listen to, sea and be part of . Moses the Teacher and King Solomon's spirit are woven within my 
every thread. Revelations and riddles, with homilies of G-d 's law are also embedded. 
 
“My plan is your Vehicle for World Peace—eye tell vision I was given—dusk until dawn—G-
d’s word revealed unto my mind— on all channels television. 
 
“My Television Script is The Political Recipe For lasting Peace on good ship Mother earth! I am 
the Cosmic Wrapper, setting the stage for whirled peace and food chain harmony, the man who 
is fired and wired with a new word order of world orders and word hors d'oeuvres. 



 
“My intent is clear: upon election to the presidency, steer the course to deliver world peace for 
all inhabitants of good ship Mother earth. Whatever deck you live on, the cards are dealt out 
evenly. Your time is coming for whirled peace—all the warring in our world—ceased for world 
pizza. 
 
“Regardless who gets elected, I'm here to deliver the world to peace.” 
 
The dozen debates Dr Jill Stein and I have scheduled [are scheduling] are for you to judge who is 
the best person to lead our nation. 
 
The following condensed list may be included in the access request as to what we plan on 
debating. 
 
Marijuana – hemp - Heroin —could be one 2 hour program 
We need to shut down the DEA. Anyone who wants to grow marijuana should be allowed to 
purchase a Marijuana Tax Stamp and grow what they want, and sell their surplus to a 
neighborhood dispensary / shop—additional income for millions of people. 
 
Inhibiting the movement for treating marijuana as a slightly euphoric, for some, when smoked, 
an aphrodisiacal plant is the anti-drug bureaucracy. When we fully eliminate that fascist 
bureaucracy — 50,000 pot shops that might also have a limited menu of Dagwood triple decker 
sandwiches = 750,000 jobs. 750 thousand fresh taxpayers, More. 
 
HEMP 
We need an Executive Order—all the paper, cardboard, and plastic used by the government, then 
chain stores, etc.,  shall be manufactured with HEMP grown in America. Every median, front 
and back yard should be planted w/ HEMP. Chop down the crop, take the cut down plants to a 
local manufacturing facility that makes paper and cardboard and we TRAP 95% of the C02! 
We need to promote this hemp planting idea world wide. 
 
Melding FBI /CIA into a single agency could also be one 2 hour program. 
I need to tell the American people what the FBI did to my life and we, the people need a simple 
statute prohibiting the newly melded agency from any interference in anyone’s life beyond 
listening to a suspected terrorist to make an arrest. 
 
Shutting Down Department of Education and then what to do. My Education Plan could be 
another 2 hour program: 
 
We locate the very best teachers for every class being taught K-12. We bring these very 
best  teachers to a center of teaching. We install life size TV panels in every school, two teachers 
for every class. The poorest will be with the best. 
 
The teaching comes from the best, onto the flat panel life size screens, into every school 
regardless how crummy the neighborhood, so the poorest shall be with the best. We arm the 
students with Surface computers so teaching is also downloaded into the student’s computer, for 



review and homework. 
 
Eliminating FCC  and homeland security, other agencies, one debate program 
100 % defense not offense could be one 2 hour program, or condensed. 
 
We should nationalize the Gulf Oil wells. We are the only country that does not pump our own. 
It’s our oil. In  light of the BP Horizon Gulf oil spill, there won’t be an argument. The profits can 
be applied to / for national debt, residential real estate taxes and other possibilities— a college 
education offset. 
 
My / Our jobs program: We build 10,000 hybrid clipper ships to carry all of our imports and 
exports, establishing ship yards wherever there is water and people need work. This will create 
more than  5 million semi skilled, leading to fully skilled jobs with on the job training. These 
jobs should last a whole working career. 
 
Disarming the police / one 2 hour program.    We want two officers per vehicle, with Kevlar 
vests, cameras and one Taser gun, but no guns. In the event the traffic officers suspect a gun, DO 
NOT ENGAGE call for the SWAT team. We intend to collect all riot gear and armed vehicles 
handed over to local police from pentagon. We can debate discuss this. We do it and people will 
feel safe! 
 
9) The Clinton Treason that includes my proposed counter-measure to eliminate ballistic missiles 
should be one 2 hour program 
 
10) Our cabinet plans, Elizabeth Warren for Treasurer. Barack Obama my write-in choice for 
Vice-president, (so I can immediately begin concentrating on my world peace performance, also 
/ Lunch and my plan for Live at the White House, an After Dinner United Family Talk Show— 
one program. 
 
Lets do it! Here is a sample request. Each of the networks should get one. 
 
To [individually, the ad departments] ABC, NBC, CBS, FOX, CNN, PBS and MSNBC. 
 
 
I, Jill Stein, Green Party nominee for president have accepted a challenge to debate the issues, 
and file this access request for airtime with (fill in the blank) ___ABC_________ for two 
“debates" to be scheduled as soon as possible in the month of October, under 47 USC Section 
312(a)(7) which, as you well know states that 
 
§ 312 (a)(7) authorizes the Commission to revoke a broadcaster's license 
"for willful or repeated failure to allow reasonable access to or to permit purchase of reasonable 
amounts of time for the use of a broadcasting station, other than a non-commercial educational 
broadcast station by a legally qualified candidate for Federal elective office on behalf of his 
candidacy. 
 
The insert, other than a non-commercial educational broadcast station, does not apply, relative to 



this access request to the commercial stations, and because the PBS stations carried a Town Hall 
candidate forum aired by WETA earlier in the presidential campaign, and carried by all of the 
independent PBS stations, the unconstitutional insert into the1st Amendment access statute does 
not apply. For PBS to open the door and then shut the door on requests by other candidates 
constitutes DISCRIMINATION. 
 
Our idea: we will speak to the issues in 12 minutes segments divided by our own time keeper, 
into 6 minute segments for each debating candidate—then we insist that you, the broadcasters 
run 3 minutes of advertising so you, the broadcaster make money. We want the broadcasters to 
make money besides fulfilling your public interest requirement. Why should political 
broadcasting be segregated from the rest of commercials television? 
 
Our request for two hour prime time slot may include 30 minutes for your news department 
people, who may be in the studio, to question us on the issues we will have raised and debated. 
Else we will have eight 15 minute segments instead of  eight 12 minute segments. 
 
What follows are some of the issues we have agreed to debate: 
 
Marijuana – hemp - Heroin — could actually be one 2 hour program 
We need to shut down the DEA. Anyone who wants to grow marijuana should be allowed to 
purchase a Marijuana Tax Stamp and grow what they want, and sell their surplus to a 
neighborhood dispensary / shop—which is additional income for millions of people. 
 
Inhibiting the movement for treating marijuana as a slightly euphoric, for some, when smoked, 
an aphrodisiacal plant is the anti-drug bureaucracy. When we fully eliminate that bureaucracy — 
50,000 pot shops that might also have a limited menu of Dagwood triple decker sandwiches is 
good business = 750,000 jobs means 3/4 million taxpayers. 
 
Hemp —We need an Executive Order—all the paper, cardboard, and plastic used by the 
government, also used chain stores, etc.,  shall be manufactured with HEMP grown in America. 
Every median, front and back yard should be planted w/ HEMP. 
 
Chop down the crop, take the cut down plants to a local manufacturing facility that makes paper 
and cardboard and we TRAP 95% of the C02! We need to promote hemp planting worldwide. 
 
Heroin - We intend to debate treating heroin as a medical issue and how we may eliminate 
heroin addiction and get addicts back into the stream of American life, without government 
programs. 
 
Melding FBI /CIA into a single agency could be another 2 hour access program by itself. 
We, the people need a simple statute prohibiting the proposed, newly melded intelligence agency 
from any interference in anyone’s life beyond listening to a suspected terrorist, to make an arrest. 
 
Shutting Down Department of Education and then what to do could be a 2 hour program. 
We locate the very best teachers for every class being taught K-12. We bring these very 
best  teachers to a center of teaching. We install life size TV panels in every school, two teachers 



for every class. The poorest will be with the best. 
 
The teaching comes from the best, onto the flat panel life size screens, into every school 
regardless how crummy the neighborhood, so the poorest shall be with the best. We arm the 
students with Surface, or other computers so teaching is also downloaded into the student’s 
computer, for review and homework. 
 
Eliminating FCC  and homeland security, other agencies, one debate program 
100 % defense not offense is another potential 2 hour program 
 
We should nationalize the Gulf Oil wells. We are the only country that does not pump our own. 
It’s our oil. In light of the BP Horizon Gulf oil spill, there won’t be an argument. The profits can 
be applied to / for national debt, residential real estate taxes and other possibilities— a college 
education offset. 
 
Please get back to me on your proposed dates for the political debate speeches we plan on your 
network. Sunday nights NBC sponsors NFL football. Sunday night is fine with us for the other 
networks. Thursday night CBS sponsors NFL. Thursday night is also fine. NFL football is also 
on Monday night and Monday is acceptable. As all the networks are in receipt of this reasonable 
request for access to each network, you can surely communicate with each other to determine 
which nights each you will honor our reasonable request for access under the law. 
 
As soon as I hear from you I will hold a press conference, reveal my challenger, and invite the 
people to tune in. We expect many many millions of people to tune in. We also may reveal cell 
phone numbers to call live and ask questions so our political speeches are interactive. 
 
Jill Stein, Green Party nominee for president. 
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